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Abstract 

This master thesis project was carried out at Ringhals AB Unit 2. It is focused on modeling 

and introducing a new control strategy for control loop 21414V141/131 which is a 

condensate water system. Existing control strategy of the selected control loop is simple 

feedback control system with one PID controller. Results of current control strategy were 

taken into account for improvements in terms of system stability, valve movements and 

unwanted transients. Problems found in selected loop were; large variations in process 

variable, extra movement in valve positions and inefficient opening of valves. 

 

Simulation model with similar control strategy and results as of real power plant was created 

and validated, as new control strategy can be applied and results can be compared. The main 

recommendation to improve the control system performance was found through cascade 

control strategy that could assist the current controller. The recommendation was evaluated 

by designing and implementing the cascade control strategy on the Dymola simulation 

model. Simulation results pointed out considerable increase in system performance 

according to the requirements of Vattenfall AB. 
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21414  - Condensate water system 
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RAB  - Ringhals AB 

PWR  - Pressurized water reactor 

  

Components 

 

MÖH   - Intermediate steam super heater 

FA  - Moisture separator 

HTDP  - High pressure drainage pump 

LTDP  - Low pressure drainage pump 

HTFV  - High pressure feed water heater 

LTFV  - Low pressure condensate water heater 

SG  - Steam generator 

NPSH  - Net positive suction head 

V131  - Control valve 

V141  - Emergency drain valve  

PID  - Proportional, Integrative and Derivative  

KP  - Condensate water pump 

MP  - Feed water pump 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

The goal of this report is to provide the reader an overview of the topics investigated in this 

Master Thesis project; and this chapter will offer a brief introduction and summary about 

this project. Therefore, the chapter will present the objective, goals and the purpose of this 

project.  

1.1 Background 
 

Vattenfall AB is a leading European company, whose main products are electricity and heat. 

Today, Vattenfall AB supplies energy to several million customers in Scandinavia and 

Northern Europe [1]. Vattenfall AB in Ringhals roughly generates one fifth of the entire 

electricity used in Sweden.  

 

Vattenfall AB operates four nuclear reactors at Ringhals in which one is a boiling water 

reactor (R1) and other three are pressurized water reactors (R2, R3 and R4). The main focus 

of the thesis is on Reactor 2 at Ringhals nuclear power plant. This plant is a PWR-type 

(Pressurized water reactor) which operates on the principle of using pressurized water as a 

reactor coolant [2]. Ringhals 2 nuclear power plant leads the heated coolant to a heat 

exchanger (steam generator) where steam is produced for driving the steam turbine and a 

generator which in turn generates electrical energy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Overview of Ringhals nuclear power plant [3]. 
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During the period May 2009 – February 2010, Westinghouse Electric was responsible for 

major maintenance efforts for an extensive modernization of monitoring and control 

equipments at Ringhals unit 2 and it was upgraded from analog to digital I&C system. That 

modernization project (TWICE) carried out safety, protection, control and instrumentation 

of Ringhals unit 2 which was recently completed; furthermore, refurbishing the old analog 

system to digital with PC based microcontrollers and valve actuators.  

 

After testing the overall stability and safety requirements for the reactor TWICE project was 

accepted but after a while, it was observed that few of the valves had some nervous 

behaviors. These uneasy and constant movements in the valves will probably wear out the 

life of the valve even before its expected time, which would result in a large maintenance 

cost and shutdown.  

 

In order to even service these valves, part of the turbine or the entire turbine must be taken 

out of service which will lead to a large repair cost. These valve movements and resulting 

flow transients will further carry to unnecessary oscillations and challenges to the other parts 

of the plant, thus reducing overall strength and durability. 

1.2 Objectives 
 

The preliminary aim of this thesis project is to perform a detail study of all 93 control loop 

reports at Ringhals unit 2 nuclear power plant which were documented by Westinghouse 

electric corporation. Moreover, after the literature review of all the control loop reports it 

was required to select one control loop that is not performing well enough according to the 

requirements of its stability and performance, which usually depend on efficiency of the 

controller.  

 

Subsequently, after selecting one particular control loop the ultimate goal of this project was 

to investigate how the overall performance of the control loop at Ringhals 2 could be 

improved by implementing a much more refined control strategy. The recommended control 

strategy should maintain performance, minimize valve movement and the level amplitude 

should be allowed to change 5%.  

 

To implement the recommended controlling strategy in much more practical manner, it 

should be comparatively easy to implement, which means that company can utilize the 

currently available instruments or assets of the real plant [2]. After implementing the 

recommended control strategy, objectives should be achieved as required. To achieve these 

tasks, a simulation model should be developed for the control loop to construct and evaluate 

the new control strategy.  
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1.3 Purpose and Goals 
 

After detailed modeling of the selected control loop, the eventual goal is to reduce the 

transient disturbances in the valve movement and to understand reasons which are causing 

fluctuations or disturbances in tank level. Therefore, to achieve level of the tank as required 

and to improve valve movements and performance it is essential to recommend a new 

control strategy and new parameter settings that are energy efficient without compromising 

on the system performance. Another side goal of this project is to implement a tracking logic 

in the simulated model such that, whenever valve or pump breakdowns, valve V131 should 

open instantly. 

  

However, it is important to understand that strict safety and classifications of the systems 

adjacent to the nuclear industry which makes it highly unlikely to implement any large 

changes in the current controller. Nevertheless, the obtained results of this thesis project 

could be helpful as a suggestion for what type of controllers can be used in a similar system, 

which could prove to be a worthy source of information for future research in this particular 

area.  

1.3.1 Educational Purpose 

 

This master thesis project work also has an additional educational purpose to finally 

complete our respective Masters in Electrical Engineering degrees. This thesis work helped 

as an opportunity to sought out and apply years of theoretical knowledge gained from 

bachelor and masters level studies of methodology and designing into practical research 

engineering problems. Throughout this project work, the entire intention has been to gain 

the maximum amount of practical knowledge regarding various control systems and 

different process modeling techniques.     

1.4 Simulation Model Development 
 

A simulated model of the selected control loop is to be developed with detailed modeling 

design in the simulation language called Modelica using its graphical tool Dymola created by 

Dassault Systemes. The entire control loop and its each model component will be modeled 

after studying and understanding its technical AutoCAD drawings, documented data, system 

description and datasheets which will be provided by the project supervisors at Ringhals 

nuclear power plant.  

 

Modelica standard library components such as (valve, pump, turbine etc) are going to be 

used in the model to minimize modeling efforts, complexity and model errors. The model is 
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going to be built in a much more hierarchical manner and every simulated component is to 

be validated against the data available from the real plant at different power levels.  

 

As soon as the complete control loop is modeled, the entire system can be validated and 

verified against the data of the real plant at same power level to authenticate that the 

simulated model has much similar responses and dynamics to the real plant. Once the model 

is completely validated then controlling strategies will be taken into consideration to make 

the system much more energy efficient by improving valve travel and stability without 

compromising on the entire system performance. 

1.5 Literature review of control loops at RAB unit 2  
 

After reviewing the control loop reports, it was examined that following criteria’s of stability 

and performance were important to be investigated in every control loop. For the stability of 

the control loop, it was necessary to verify the stability check that whether it is inside the 

acceptable range (predefined by Ringhals and Westinghouse) or not and for the performance 

of the control loop, there were few parameters that needed to be verified such as over shot, 

settling time and steady state error. 

  

Ovation trend of every control loop were provided with the report which helped in 

analyzing the control loop. The main objectives were to examine that whether the process 

variable is following the required set point in an acceptable manner or not or there is an 

unacceptable offset between the process variable and set point, is the valve following the 

demand signal in a proper way or not, is there any unacceptable noise or oscillations present 

in the process variable that can whereof the life of the valve, or is the noise been induced in 

the loop because of the interference with another control loop, etc.       

 

After reviewing and analyzing all the 93 control loop reports, we evaluated that most of the 

control loops are working in a proper manner but there are few control loops that requires 

retuning of the PID controller, filtration for process variable, improvement in current 

control strategy or implementation of new control strategy. Some of the loops were also 

not performing well because of the physical valve performance as they were not 

responding fast enough to the change in control signal. 

 
1. Loop # 21414V131/141 and 22414V131/141 (T101 Drain Control and T101 Level 

control valve for return flow of 413E1) 

Reason for selection:  

Valve movement, noise and oscillations are present. 

Initially proposed solution: 
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1. First it should be noticed that is there any mechanical or physical fault in the 
valve.  

2. A new controller strategy or setting can improve the loop performance. 

Following are the loops which have noise in their respective outputs and by placing an 
appropriate filter will help in improving its performance: 

1. Loop # 20417V128 (Steam generator blow down pressure control) 
2. Loop # 20417V129 (Steam generator blow down pressure control valve) 
3. Loop # 20766V802 Control valve to degasser tank 20733 E5) 
4. Loop # 20334FCV122 (Slave Controller of the pressurize level control cascade loop) 
5. Loop # 21415V287 (T101 Drain control valve) 
6. Loop # 21415V288 (T102 Drain control valve) 
7. Loop # 22415V287 (418E101 T101 drain control valve) 
8. Loop # 22415V288 (418E102 T102 drain control valve) 

Following are the loops which may require digital valve controller tuning, which will 
improve the performance of the loop: 

1. Loop # 203348157 (VCT pressure control relief valve) 
2. Loop # 20334FCV114B (Reactor makeup water control valve to boric acid blender) 
3. Loop # 20746TCV2489 (Control output to valve 746TCV2489) 
4. Loop # 21414V132/142 (T102 Drain control) 
5. Loop # 21415V266 (E202, T204 Drain control valve) 
6. Loop # 22414V132/142 (T102 Level control valve from return flow to 413E1) 
7. Loop # 22414V153 (E105 level control valve) 

1.6 Final Selected Control Loop – 21414V131/141 

 

Once the initial task were completed; after thoroughly studying and analyzing all the 93 

control loops of the Ringhals 2 nuclear power plant, it was evaluated and finalized with a 

mutual discussion that control loop 21414V131/141 needs improvement in its performance, 

and, stability which requires deeper analysis and study. This control loop 21414V131/141 is 

a condensate water system which contains a water tank T101 whose level is controlled by 

these two valves V131 and V141. Basically, valve V131 and V141 is emergency/drain valve 

and control valve, respectively. This control loop has total four pair of valves 

(21414V131/141, 21414V132/142, 22414V131/141 and 22414V132/142), so it is obvious 

that the modeling and controlling improvement techniques implemented on 21414V131/141 

control loop can also be implemented on 22414V132/V142 and other pairs.  

 

As these two valves V131 and V141 are connected to control the water flow from tank 

T101, valve V141 is operating under a normal condition when PID controller output is 50% 

or below 50% and the emergency valve V131 is used when PID controller output increases 
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above 50%. PID (proportional, integral and differential) controller which is previously 

implemented in this control loop is generating a control signal to stabilize given set point 

valve (demand signal or required level of the tank) and this PID controller’s output is 

controlling the positions of both the valve accordingly.  

 

The strict condition for these valves are that when the PID controller output increases from 

0% to 50% then control valve V141 should start opening from 0% to 100% respectively. 

Further, if the controller output increase above 50% then the emergency valve V131 should 

start opening in a similar manner as V141. Likewise, once the controller output start 

decreasing, emergency valve V131 should be fully closed first then valve V141 should start 

to closing. The maximum operating power is 450MW; power for LTDP to start is approx 

230MW and its stops at 15% of the maximum power which is 67.5MW. 

 

Fundamental reasons causing instability are unwanted variations in existing controller, which 

causes variation in valves and main reason is that existing controller has no knowledge of 

tank outflow measure and variations in input flow. 

1.7 Constraints 

 

Numerous constraints were there in this thesis project to maintain it at a reasonable size; this 

was due to the limited time allotted for the project of 20 weeks. Regarding the model, the 

main constrain was related to power level; model will only run at high power which is (450 

MW) which mean problems related to low power levels are not taken into consideration. 

This is because various initialization and suppositions are required to run the model at 

different power levels which is considerably difficult to model in limited time. Such as, 

intermediate flow pressure to tank is related to power level change and at low or moderate 

power this pressure becomes very low and this causes simulating model to stop from 

working. Since, flow from moisture separator is also difficult to measure in real plant; it is 

taken as an approximated value for the simulation model.  
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Chapter 2 

Plant Description 

 

The goal of this chapter is to provide a general idea of the systems present in the plant of 

Ringhals unit 2 nuclear power plant. Basically, this chapter will correspond to the system 

dynamics of the parts present in the selected condensate water system. The system 

description present here will lay the foundation for the simulation and modeling of the 

process presented in chapter 3. 

2.1 Plant Overview and System Description 
 

The basic concept of a nuclear power plant is to generate electricity from the heat produced 

by the nuclear reactions which are carried inside a reactor. This is usually achieved by heating 

water to turn it into steam which then used to power steam turbines. The turbines will then 

turn up power generators which will produce electricity. As it was mentioned in the 

introduction that Ringhals unit 2 nuclear plant is a pressurized water reactor which means 

that the reactor coolant is kept under high pressure and does not make any direct contact 

with the turbines. As an alternative, this reactor coolant is used to boil the water inside the 

steam generator (SG’s). This type of design is basically an increased level of safety with 

almost no chance of radioactive contamination would occur due to the secondary side [2].  

Since this project is focused on control loop of a condensate water system which consists of 

turbine power, a tank, tank lanes, pump, controller, drain valve and emergency valve the 

main focus will be put on these parts. Condensate system plays significant role in power 

plants and due to its failure whole power plant can collapse [4]. 

Condensate system consist four pair (21414V131/141, 21414V132/142, 22414V131/141 

and 22414V132/142) of valves connected with turbine and when pumps is in operation 

water flows through main valves automatically. As soon as generator starts, it causes steam 

flow from turbine and drainage from moisture separators is given to tank. When input 

power increases 230 MWs, Low pressure drainage pump starts and causes water to flow 

from valves (V141, 142), in other case when pump is not in operation emergency valves 

(V131 and V132) are controlling out flow from tank. 

 In normal operation condensate pumps (P104-P105) are in operation when load increases 

from lower value and becomes greater than 50 %, before achieving this load level (50%) 

emergency valves are being used to flow water. In other case when load decreases from 

higher value to lower value, pumps trip as soon as load decreases to 15% and this trip causes 
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no flow to main valves (V141 and V142) and again emergency valves are used to drain water 

as level in the tanks can be maintained. Low pressure drainage pumps (P104-105) will start 

again when load will be greater than 50% and so on. To understand this operation in more 

detail, refer Figure A.4. 

2.2 Primary System 

 

Ringhals unit 2 is a 2652MW nuclear pressurized water reactor which means that three steam 

generators (SG) are receiving heat from the primary side as the single phase water circulates 

inside the nuclear core at 15.5MPa. At the secondary side, the pressure is approximately 

7MPa of the heat exchangers and the heat difference is sufficient to produce 1414kg/s of 

steam for the two turbines. Prior of entering the three parallel low pressure turbines, the 

saturated steam first enters the high pressure turbine later then it becomes moist and is 

delivered to MÖH (intermediate steam super heater). If that moist was allowed to enter the 

low pressure turbines severe erosion damage would have occurred to the rotating blades.  

The condenser is directly connected to the low pressure turbines exhaust where 17.5 m3/s of 

sea water is fed through the tubes to condense the steam. The condenser water pump (KP) 

is pumping the condensate water back from the condenser to the steam generators (SG’s) 

through a series of low pressure condensate water heaters (LTFV) which uses steam from 

the turbine to heat the water. As it is called condensate water, Water pressure is increased by 

a set of feed water pumps (MP) which pumps it through additional heaters (HTFV) before 

returning to the condensers.   

2.3 Turbine Model 
 

In the turbine, there are four identical strings of components, two for each turbine. Only 

one side of the string is modeled which is here referred to as the odd side of the turbine 21, 

e.g. T101, V131, V141 etc [5].   

 

Plant’s processing part contains a LTDP pump which is pumping the water from the tank 

T101 which is done through the level control valve V141 into the condensate stem. This 

tank is also in connection with an emergency drainage control valve V131 which drains the 

water directly to the condenser.     

 

If the level in the tank T101 reaches a highly dangerous position the emergency control valve 

V131 will drain the water from the tank, so that moisture does not enter the low pressure 

turbines during startup and shutdown. A pump is not required to drain the water through 

V131 since the pressure in the condenser is much lower than in the tank.  
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Figure 2.1 Over view of the selected condensate water control loop. 

2.3.1 Tanks 414T101-T102 

 

The capability of holding the maximum amount of water of these tanks is about 6.7  m3 but 

the considered range of the level gauge is 880mm which is equal to 2.0 m3. If the level is too 

high or too low then two magnetic level switches connected outside of the measured range 

will generate an indication signal. 

 

High pressure drainage pump’s (HTDP) inlet is connected high up in the tank. This inlet 

leads into a structure that breaks up the water to release any contained steam which is the 

lead through a steam equalization pipe connected at the top of the tank up to the MÖH. At 

the bottom the drainage flow from the MÖH enters through a series of angled, almost 

horizontal pipes, adding to the measurable volume of the vessel [5].   

2.3.2 LTDP Pumps 414P104-105 

 

There are two Mark Sulzer centrifugal low pressure drainage pumps (LTDP’s) connected in 

series with a common electrical motor of 650kW on a common driveshaft. Each pump has a 

pressure of 2MPa at nominal flow of 123kg/s. In which, net positive suction head (NPSH) is 

the difference between the actual pressure of a liquid in the pipeline and the vapor pressure 

of the liquid at that given temperature. Whenever modeling a system, it is important to 

consider this NPSH parameter because when water pressure will go below the vapor 

pressure, water will start to boil and this effect will be cavitations. In which water vapor 
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bubbles may reduce or stop the liquid flow, or become a cause to harm the system [6]. So, to 

increase the NPSH and cavitations, the pumps are placed as low as possible on the base.    

2.3.3 Valves 414V141-142 & 414V131-132 

 

The level control valves V141-V142 and emergency drain valves V131-V132 are double 

counteracting seat valve and single seated direct acting valve of Mark Hannemann, 

respectively. Because of the counteracting seats the pressure in the media over the valve 

doesn’t force the valve in any direction resulting in a much lower required acting force. 

These level control valves are dimensioned as 0.42MPa pressure drop at 147kg/s [5].  

 

On the other hand, emergency valves V131-V132 are mounted upside down to the bottom 

of the condenser. These valves are fail safe open, thus in a black out situation, the valve will 

open and drain the tank to the condenser. The valves are dimensioned as 0.6MPa pressure 

drop at 147kg/s [5]. 

2.3.4 Controllers – FIELDVUE DVC6000 

 

The DVC6000 digital valve controllers (Figure 2.2) are communicating, microprocessor 

based current to pneumatic instruments. The normal function of the DVC6000 digital valve 

controller is to receive feedback of the valve travel position plus supply and actuators 

pneumatic pressure. This allows the instrument not only to diagnose itself but also the valve 

and actuator which it is mounted [7]. Since the valves are single acting the regulator has only 

one output connected to the pneumatic cylinder, which it directs to either the pressurized air 

supply, increasing pressure or vents it to ambient, to reduce pressure [5]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2  FIELDVUE DVC6000 digital valve controller [7].  

From the valve, a sizeable number of calculated and measured parameters are available either 

by a portable device or centrally. To validate the valve model, data can be recorded after 

diagnostics and tuning task are performed automatically on the valves.   
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Figure 2.3  Generic block diagram of DVC6000 servo control algorithm [7]. 

 

The generic block diagram of DVC6000 in Figure 2.3 shows that the actual position is 

compared with the input valve position signal and there difference is amplified by forward 

path gain K. Air pressure is produced in the valve block which is the Relay block. This block 

has a closed loop feedback, set by the parameter of minor loop feedback gain Kml to add 

stability. Velocity feedback gain KxS is set for the negative derivative of the valve position 

which is fed back to main loop.  

2.3.5 Level Gauges 414K457-K458 

 

A differential pressure gauge of mark Rosemont 1151 is mounted in the tank T101 to 

measure its water level. Small communicating vessels with no thermal isolation material are 

used to mount the sensors but not directly inside the tank. This allows the measuring leg to 

cool down, keeping them below the boiling point which might affect the measuring 

accuracy.    

 

A programmable low pass filter is fitted inside the digital level gauge which is now set with a 

filter constant of 1sec. The sampling rate of the level gauge is 10Hz from the turbine control 

system [5]. 

2.3.6 Pipe Dimensions 

 

The first outlet pipe from the tank T101 is 500mm pipe which is then divided into two 

350mm pipes leading to low pressure drain pump and emergency drain valve. These pipes 

are dropping from the height of 10m and are 28m long.  

2.4 Turbine Power Levels and Transient 
 

At present, there are two different turbine power levels in the plant which are discussed here 

along with the pump transient that are the challenges ahead for simulating model.  
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2.4.1 Normal Operation – High Power 

 

The normal operation of the turbine at full power works in a way that the moisture from the 

MÖH is led down to the tank T101; this flow of the moisture is 30kg/s at 1550C, from the 

high pressure drain pump the drainage flow also enters the tank at about 92kg/s at 1530C. 

Pressure in the tank is then equal to that in the MÖH at about 0.55MPa at full power. The 

flow out of the tank down to the LTDP is then approximately 121kg/s at 155.20C. At this 

pressure the boiling point of the water is 155.80C [5]. 

 

Low pressure drainage pump is pumping the water through the level control valve V141 into 

the condensate stem; which simply means that the drain valve is regulating the level of the 

water inside the tank towards its set point [8].  

2.4.2 Start up and Shut down – Low Power 

 

At first, when turning up the power of the turbine the LTDP’s are not working as there is a 

very little amount of water flow into tank T101. When the power of the turbine is 50% 

LTDP is started and valve V141 opens slowly and the regulator starts increases its output 

until control is almost equal to the valve. During shut downs, when the power drops to 15%, 

LTDP’s are stopped and V141 is closed then the regulator increases its output to open the 

emergency valve V131.  

2.4.3 Low Pressure Drainage Pump Trip 

 

This section of thesis work describes effects when LTDP (Low pressure drainage pump) 

trips or stopped forcibly. LTDP is placed before main control valve V141 and this pump is 

used to drain flow from tank, this is placed before main controlling valve and effects flow 

form main valve directly. If LTDP stops due to any reason then there is no flow towards 

main valve V141 which causes rise of tank level suddenly. The current working of the plant 

is that, if the low pressure drainage pump trips and stops working due to any electrical short 

circuit or breakdown then the level in the tank T101 will start to rise very quickly, especially 

when the turbine is at full power the inflow is very high in the tank, in terms to maintain 

level in the tank valves should be opened accordingly with appropriate controller signal. But 

if this transition is too slow then the tank level is in risk of increasing high enough for 

tripping the turbine. Simulation model is efficient enough that, whenever drain flow from 

valve V141 stops due to LTDP trip it causes no out flow from tank via V141 and simulation 

model puts control over valve V131 to maintain level in the tank. In simulation model trip 

time is set in turbine logic block, it will be set at what time LTDP should breakdown. In 

Dymola model there is product of final control signal to V141 and limit integrator block (can 

be seen in Figure 6.3), when input power is greater than 230 MW, LTDP is in operation and 
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during this time integrator gives its upper limit that is 1 and in other case when power is less 

than 230 MW or LTDP is stopped (we can set LTDP trip time in Dymola model to examine 

working of valve and control strategy) then V141 instantly becomes zero. LTDP trip can be 

determined when there is sudden increase in level of tank because due to LTDP trip there is 

no flow from V141, this causes increase in tank level until V131 takes control.  
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Chapter 3 

Simulation Model  

 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the modeling of the model. It will explain what are the 

specific blocks used in the software and how they are interlinked to create a model which 

works similar to the real power plant.  

3.1 Model Purpose/Objective 

 

The goal of this simulated model presented in this chapter is to simulate the behavior of the 

process in the plant. The reason to simulate is to analyze how the real power plant could be 

affected by changes in the control system. Therefore, the simulated model should be well 

enough to portray the plant dynamics. Still, there is no strict restriction in model complexity 

or computational demands [2]. 

3.2 Modelica Modeling Language 
 

The model is developed in the simulation software called Dymola, which in turn is based on 

the modeling language called Modelica. Modelica is object oriented simulation language 

which is more similar to C++ than simulation software such as Matlab/Simulink. Basically, 

it is developed for modeling large and complex physical systems. The major difference 

between Modelica and other classical software’s is that, in Modelica equations are interpreted 

by the compiler in a much easier way. This means even very complex equations can be 

written in a much simpler way and finding the solution should be left on the solver. Building 

blocks in Dymola are equipped with graphical representation to allow the user for an easy 

overview when used for complex models [2].  

3.3 Model Overview 
 

A general block diagram of system can be seen in Figure 3.1(a), which gives very simple 

understanding of the system to be modeled. Figure 3.1(a) shows that there is inlet flow to 

tank and level of the tank is being controlled through main and emergency valve with proper 

instructions from a controller block. The graphical model representation of the developed 

condensate water system can be seen in Figure 3.1(b). Several sub blocks and models are 

connected to create a model which has similar dynamics and similar output response 

compared to the real plant. Several simplifications have been made in the simulated model to 

reduce the complexity and modeling errors. Since the model is built in different hierarchical 

levels, in top level (Figure 3.1b) different components were put together to represent the 
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entire system. The lower levels of all these components are attached in the appendix for 

detail.    

 
Figure 3.1(a) General Block Diagram of condensate water system. 

 

Figure 3.1(b) Condensate water system Dymola model. 

 

This model was build after studying system description, AutoCAD drawing of condensate 

system (21414), data files of condensate system available in form of notepad files and 
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Microsoft access sheet. It was not easy to start building a simulation model, theory behind 

the model was carried out systematically, and first bigger picture of the selected control loop 

was discussed and highlighted in system drawing as it can be focused in details. Then 

detailed description of each component were studied, all connections shown in model were 

followed from AutoCAD drawings available at the company. 

 

Main simplifications in model are turbine logic, valves and inlet flow. In turbine logic block 

initial signal distribution is made on basis of input power because it is not possible to model 

whole real unit for power distribution due to thesis limitations. User decides start and stop 

of power and pump from this block. Simplification in valves is also made in sense that 

simple valves were used from Modellica library and their transfer function were used such 

that; valve output should be acting similar to real valve in plant. In valve V141, characteristic 

curve was introduced to make soft valve V141 similar to real valve. Transfer functions of 

both valves can be seen in appendix B.1. In real plant main flow to tank 101 is coming from 

V287 and moisture separator as it is beyond the limits of this thesis work so these flows are 

simplified in sense that flow from V287 is created using a table and flow from moisture 

separator was taken as constant value because it changes very slightly and mostly remains 

close to chosen value that is 50kgs/sec. This simplification was done because V287 is further 

connected to other components like tank 102, pumps and so on and it is not possible to 

model all.      

3.4 Model Operation 
 

Figure 3.1(b), shows simulation model of control loop 21414V141/131. It is a condensate 

water system; main objective of this model is to control level in the tank at a desired level 

using control valve and emergency drainage valve for water drainage. Model is operating at 

maximum input power (450 MW) to the system with tank input pressure from turbine logic 

of approx 4.5 bar, input flow from valve V287 (approx 73kg/sec) and also from moisture 

separator. Inlet flow block gives total flow from V287 and moisture separator is then 

connected to mass flow component to generate and supply water flow to the tank. Level in 

the tank due to mentioned inputs is measured with the help of level gauge and this measured 

level is applied to PID controller where it compares measured level with desired level (set 

point) and generates control signal for both connected valves. Control valve V141 is the 

main valve and operates in normal conditions while V131 is emergency valve which operates 

when controller output increases above 50%. Both valves are connected with PID controller 

through appropriate logics with the help of different Modelica blocks and their operation is 

according to control signal generated. PID maintains required level in the tank through 

valves (V141 and V131) where LTDP is used to pump water from the tank through control 

valve V141. Finally flow from both valves ends at condenser in the simulated model. 
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3.5 Model Boundaries and Simplifications 
 

As this condensate water control loop model does not cover the entire system of the plant 

except the required particular section, so the other parts of the system which are affecting 

this loop in a smaller manner are modeled as approximate constant values. Therefore, 

condenser is modeled as a constant pressure source and its pressure normally varies a very 

little with turbine power and with sea water temperature. Moreover, flow fluctuations are 

expected to be very small and slow to cause any pressure change, so it is neglected in this 

model. Surface temperature of tank is assumed as 90oC. 

3.6 Block Description 
 

In-depth description of every standard component used in this model from the Modelica 

standard library can be found in the respective library documentation in [9] and they are not 

further discussed here. Internal system diagrams of level gauge, valve V131 and valve 141 

can be seen in Appendix A. 

3.6.1 Pipe Work 

 

‘Static pipes’ from the Modelica Fluid library are used in this model to graphically represent 

the original piping of the system. Since, the model does not have any storage of energy and 

mass so it is connected to a source that has a storage capacity in order avoid creating non-

linear system equations [5]. Length and height of the pipes are different and are according to 

the requirement of the plant.    

3.6.2 Tank 

 

Based on the standard model ‘open tank’, pressurization above the liquid level was added 

and also an output connector for the tank level was developed as a level gauge. Technical 

drawing and system description of the tank provided the cross sectional area of 2m2 [8]. 

Several large pipes are connected to the tank at an angle, so the volume is not constant but 

rather it depends non-linearly on the water level. This was not simulated in the model as it 

will cause a negligible error in the tank’s level [5]. 

 

3.6.3 Valves V131-V141 

 

Valve V131 and V141 were modeled using component ‘valve incompressible’ from fluid 

library of Modelica with transfer function fixed delay and low pass filters. Sub models of 

both valves are attached in appendix A. At the top level all the sub-models are connected 

together with some Modelica standard components to form the combined valve component. 
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For valve V141 additional blocks are included to meet characteristics of real valve existing in 

plant. 

3.6.4 Level Controller  

 

PID controller was implemented in the model with a derivative value of 0.0001 which makes 

to act as a PID controller. Originally control parameters of the plant P=1.67, I=36s are used 

in this level controller. These parameters are found by software Expertune and are 

documented in control loop report prepared by Westinghouse Electric Company. 

Output of the controller is distributed into two parts and each part is conditioned to control 

respective valve (V141/V131). Conditions for controller to control both valves efficiently is 

1. Valve V141 should be opened completely before it starts to open valve V131. 

2. Valve V131 should be closed completely before it starts to close valve V141. 

3.6.5 Turbine Logic 

 

Turbine logic is the most key block of the model and most of the components are somehow 

connected to this block or affected by this block. Input to the turbine logic is turbine power 

level characterized as a trapezoid signal. Outputs that come out of this block are MÖH 

pressure, MÖH flow, signal to close valve V141 and V141_on.  

 

When pump (LTDP) starts operating, control signal to valve V141 approaches to slowly 

open it and enable controller to sense opening of V141 and assume control over it. This is 

implemented through the signal control_141 which sets a maximum opening degree for the 

valve V141. 

 

Flow rate is modeled linear to the turbine power level. A hysteresis selector determines 

whether the HTDP are running or not on the basis of turbine power level. If HTDP is 

running corresponding to nominal flow at nominal power is used, otherwise the entire flow 

is solely from the MÖH which is a much lower flow [5]. 
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Chapter 4 

Model Validation  

 

In this chapter, complete model and its different sub-models were validated against the 

measured data acquired from the real plant. Simulated model is utilized to determine that it is 

an accurate model representation of the real plant.    

4.1 Validation Objective/ Purpose 
 

Validation is basically concerned with building the right model. It is bestowed in the 

comparison of the real conceptual model to the simulated representation that implements 

the real concept. Validation of the model is necessary; this verifies that the simulated model 

is behaving in a similar manner as the real plant. So, further modifications can be 

implemented in the simulated model to improve its performance which can be applied in 

real plant to achieve improved results.  

4.2 Valve Validation - V141/V131 
 

Control valve V141 was validated against the recorded measured data of the real plant. To 

validate valves V141 and V131 a separate experimental setup was developed as 

characteristics can be studied in details. A constant input flow was applied to valve with 

boundary source component in software due to which water flows from valve and falls in 

condenser, here condenser is also modeled with boundary source component on other side 

of the valve. A pulse signal is input signal to valve, which causes opening and closing of 

respective valve. Pulse signal is generated same as of real one so that working of simulated 

model can be observed, this setup is same for both valves.  

 

To understand this procedure refer Figure B.1, step changes for control valve V141 were 

setup in Dymola similar to the step changes used in the real plant for analyzing behavior of 

V141. This was done to verify that simulated valve V141 is acting in same manner as real 

valve V141 in the plant. First, valve characteristics (i.e. when step change is at 25 or 50; 

maximum valve opening should be 12.5% or 25%, simultaneously) were developed using 

combi table in Modellica as characteristic curve for the control valve, this causes valve 

opening at different step changes similar to the real valve used in the plant. Moreover, 

transfer function of the valve was manually set in such a manner that the dynamics of the 

simulated control valve become same as of real valve in the plant, initial transfer function of 

the simple valve was used in software because this transfer function represent the 
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mechanical parts inside the real valve like spring, spindle, damper etc. Then denominator of 

the transfer function was changed to achieve the best fit result. 

  

The result of the simulation can be seen in Figure 4.1. It can be observed that the simulated 

control valve V141 corresponds well to the measured values. In second excitation of valve 

V141 there is a slight variation in the closing of the control valve, this is due to the static 

friction and hysteresis present in the valve, this has not been included in the model since it is 

very difficult to measure and model friction. This is not expected to influence the model as a 

whole because the variations are very minute or negligible.  

Figure 4.1 Control valve V141 validation step response. 

 

Emergency drain valve V131 was validated against a different movement pattern since this 

was the data available from the plant. Similarly, Step changes for emergency drain valve 

V131 were setup in Dymola as used in the real plant. Furthermore, transfer function of the 

valve was adjusted in such a manner that the characteristics and dynamics of the emergency 

drain valve were comparable to the real measured data of valve V131. In Figure 4.2, it can be 

seen that the simulated emergency drain valve responds well as intended. However, opening 

of the emergency drain valve V131 is slightly slower because of the static noise present in the 

valve which is not included in the model. The results are deemed satisfactory although slow 

valve movement might be due to an error in the valves opening/closing time constants.  
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Figure 4.2 Emergency drain valve V131 validation step response. 

4.3 Low Pressure Drainage Pump – 414P104 

 

Simulated low pressure drain pump was validated against the performance PQ curve data 

sheet (Figure 4.4); which was supplied by the manufacture. For this procedure a separate 

experimental setup was developed which can be seen in Figure B.2, constant flow was 

provided to low pressure drain pump to measure its pressure drop at both input and output 

port. A constant input flow and final out flow is applied in similar manner as described in 

experimental setup of valve.  

 

A pump is placed before valve and its relative pressure at both ends is measured with relative 

pressure sensor in software, its relative pressure is then divided by two due to the fact that in 

real plant there are two pumps connected in series and here we are validating only one 

pump. Comparison is done with measurement data because it is important that simulated 

pump should operate in same manner as of real pump. 

 

The result of the simulation can be seen in Figure 4.3. In the simulated response, 

relationship between volume flow rate and relative pressure value was evaluated to meet the 

characteristics and dynamics of the provided PQ curve. In Figure 4.3, we can see LTDP 

response corresponds well to the PQ curve sheet shown in Figure 4.4. Manufacturer’s LTDP 

PQ curve contains different pressure drops were not validated in the simulated response as 

they all had the similar behavior.      
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Figure 4.3 LTDP simulated characteristic curve.       Figure 4.4 LTDP characteristic curve. 

4.4 Condensate Water System – 450MW 

 

Simulation model of the condensate water system with validated valves and pump was 

validated against the real plant data all initial condition of real plant and simulation model are 

approximately same. For this procedure, real plant parameters and specifications were set 

similar in the simulation model such as PID control parameters (P=1.67, I=36, D=.00001), 

input power of 450MW, real input flow data of value V287 and with same set point.  

 

Model was simulated with these parameters and the evaluated data was compared with the 

real plant data as shown in Figure 4.5. To get these results initially developed model in 

Dymola with one PID as similar to real system was simulated with same above mentioned 

values, it was to verify that simulation model works in similar manner, after complete 

simulation Dymola file was imported to Matlab, before this file import real data vectors 

available in notepad files was manually created in Matlab as plot of both real plant and 

simulation model can be seen on same graph. Figure 4.5 is a combined plot of simulated 

model and real plant developed in Matlab.  

 

From Figure 4.5, it can be observed that process variable of the simulation model is 

oscillating in the start as compared to the process variable of the real plant. Reason for the 

process variable of the real plant being stable is that the obtained data is of running plant 

where the process variable was already in steady state compared to simulated model response 

in which oscillating because when control loop starts in Dymola, control signal is high which 

causes high opening degree of V141 and due to which level oscillates in the start. 
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Figure 4.5 Condensate water system validation step response test. 

 

Level starts to reach the desired value as controller reads error signal and generates signal for 

actuators, it takes approx 50 seconds for level to reach at required set point where it follows 

set point with lot similar fluctuations. There is a step change after 165 seconds from 50% to 

40%, from there it can be analyzed that the controller response is moderate to similar to the 

step change but there is a undershoot in the simulation model compared to real plant but 

still this under shot is well within the reasonable limits of this project.  

 

Moreover, it can be analyzed that the dynamics of the Dymola model response is relatively 

close to the real plant.  In Figure 4.6, it can be observed that the simulation model’s control 

valve position is oscillating in the start compared to the valve position of the real plant, 

reason for this behavior is already discussed above.  

 

Furthermore, it can be analyzed that the dynamics and the amplitude of the valve movement 

is quite similar for both real and simulated models except for the closing of the valve after a 

step change. This is due to the extra under shoot which causing control signal to make an 

effort to compensate the error which in led causing greater valve closing in the simulation 

model.  
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Figure 4.6 Valve positions of the validation step response test. 

After validating the necessary components and the entire model it can be said that all the 

responses are relatively close to those of the real plant with similar dynamics and amplitude. 

It can be concluded from the validation that the model is good enough for the use of the 

implementation of new control strategy. Although one should keep in mind about the error 

margin when analyzing the final result.     
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Chapter 5 

Mathematical Modeling of a Tank System and System Identification 

 
The aim of this chapter is to introduce mathematical modeling concept, mathematical model 

of our system; and to establish a system identification and control system analysis concept 

for later chapters. 

5.1 Introduction to Mathematical Modeling 

 

Mathematical modeling is a way in which system described by some mathematical equations 

and formulas to understand its input and output behavior, furthermore, model helps to 

understand influence of other parameters or disturbances on the system [10]. Mathematical 

modeling of any system is very important source to know that how does the process 

influence the response and how fast is shape of output changing. After creating 

mathematical model for any system we need experiments to validate it with real system and 

on the basis of validation we can make suitable changes in our model if required. 

 

We can achieve following objectives from mathematical modeling of any system: 

 

1. Understanding of a system in scientific manner. 

2. Effect of changes can be analyzed on the system. 

3. Helps to apply decision making. 

4. As mathematical model is systematic, results can be repeated and model can be 

refined. 

5.2  Mathematical Modeling of Tank Drainage System 

 

As selected control loop in this thesis project is just a part of a huge nuclear process and it is 

not possible to model complete control loop mathematically, due to its high complexity and 

lack of availability of data for some key components and parameters involved in this selected 

control loop at Ringhals Nuclear Power Plant. As main focus of this thesis work is to control 

level of the tank by draining very accurate flow according to input applied in form of step 

signal. In this section mathematical modeling of a tank drainage system is given, for the 

understanding how different parameters are affecting the flow and how much time it takes 

to maintain the level. 

 

Large quantities of liquids (commonly water) in nuclear power plants or any other process 

like this are stored in tanks, so it very important to maintain required level as overflow can 
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be prevented. For this reason, tanks are designed with valves in such a manner that flow can 

be adjusted by using valves as needed. 

 

Considering a partially filled tank with diameter D and height till water level is h with 

pressure inside tank PI. As shown in Figure 5.1, tank has input at top and output for water 

drainage is through a pipe of diameter d at bottom of the tank and pressure at output is 

considered as Po.  

 

    

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Tank model with no inlet flow. 

Initially, assuming that flow is not changing with time due to no input flow and in this case 

applying Bernoulli’s equation for non viscous fluid [11], we get: 

 

 
      

  

 
                                                         (1) 

Where: 

v is speed of water flow, P is pressure at specific point, ρ is density of liquid, g is gravity and 

z is the elevation [11]. 

As we know, flow inside the tank is represented with I to valve output point O, in this case, 
level of the water is varying continuously and flow is not steady. As shown in Figure 5.1, that 

pipe diameter d is small as compared to tank diameter D due to which change in level height 

is relatively slow. Now again according to Bernoulli’s equation, we get: 

  

 
       

   

 
 

  

 
       

   

 
                                         (2) 

Here, VI is velocity at surface of the water and VO  is velocity as valve output.VI is considered 

small because d is very small as compared to tank diameter D. So: 

                                                                      (3) 

As discussed above that level of the water will change with time, so let’s consider         
and using these assumptions Equation (2) become: 
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                                                   (4) 

To get expression for velocity of output flow we can rearrange equation (4) as: 

                                 
        

 
        

   

                     (5) 

If M(t) is mass of water in tank at any time t, it is obvious that: 

                                                                 (6) 

As we know volume of a cylinder [12] is:  

  
    

 
                                                               (7) 

Equation (6) becomes: 

     
        

 
                                                         (8) 

Differentiating equation (8) with respect to time, we get: 

 

  
     

    

 
 
 

  
                                                     (9) 

We know, law of mass conservation as: 

 

  
                                                          (10) 

As in this thesis work input flow is considered as constant (123 kg/s). So, we need mass flow 

at output section and it can be written by considering equation (8) at output point as: 

                        
    

  

 
                                      (11) 

Substituting output flow velocity from equation (19), we get: 

                        
    

 
 
        

 
        

   

                (12) 

Now equation (10) can be written as: 

 

  
                 

    

 
 
        

 
        

   

                   (13) 
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Now equating equation (9) and (13), we get: 

    

 
 
 

  
           

  

   
  

    

 
 
        

 
        

 

 

                 (14) 

Also can be written as: 

 

  
           

    

 
 
        

 
        

 

 

  
    

 
                      (15) 

Finally, Equation (15) gives rate of change of water level in tank with respect to time t and 

integration of Equation (15) will give level of the water inside tank. 

5.3 Introduction to System Identification  

 

System is like an object in which different variables take involvement to produce data in 

form of signals that can be observed. These produced signals are known as outputs. System 

identification is a process used to improve or make model of the system mathematically 

from experimental measurements of an unknown system; measurements are in terms of 

input and output. A system can be a box (unknown) with input and output data as shown in 

Figure 5. below [13]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2 Unknown system for system identification toolbox. 

Where; u(t) is input, y(t) is output, w(t) is measured disturbance and v(t) is unmeasured 
disturbance. 

A mathematical model of this system can be suggested by using system identification tool 

box and procedure to obtain a close fit mathematical model is to first collect real data of 

unknown system, subsequently, import data in system identification tool box to find best fit 

model and then choose model which is best suitable. Remember; best fit model doesn’t 
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always pass validation test, if it does not pass then choose the next best fit model but before 

that check criteria and imported data again. 

5.3.1 System Identification Methods 

 

This section gives short introduction to system identification methods from which 

mathematical model estimation of unknown system was created in Chapter 7. Following are 

system identification methods; 

1. Parametric Method 

This method use to estimate parameters from recorded data. This gives large possibilities to 

describe the system by state space and difference equations. Models which use parametric 

estimations method are [14]; 

 ARX Model 

Simple linear difference equation is mostly used for model structure: 

                                                         (16) 

This equation gives relationship between present output y(t), past input        and past 

output       . Number of poles is   , number of zeros are      and    gives pure time 

delay or dead time [14]. 

   

These models are extensions to basic ARX model when different noise models are 

introduced. General structure for single output system is: 

           
     

     
           

  

   
 
    

    
                              (17) 

Here, input is   , and  ,   ,  ,   and    are polynomials in delay operator (  or z), shift 

operator polynomials are compact way to write difference equations [14]. Often the choice is 

confined to one of the following below: 

ARX:                                             (18) 

ARMAX:                                                      (19) 

OE:                                                            (20) 

BJ:                                                   (21) 
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 State Space Models 

Basic state-space model can be written as:  

                                                                (22) 

                                                                   (23) 

System identification tool uses black-box and free parameterizations state space models 

according to the application and data recorded. Subspace method N4SID is used to get 

initial model and then SSEST (Iterative prediction error method) is used to refine the initial 

model. Prediction error method can be used for linear and non linear models [14]. 

2. Least square Method 

If    is the measured or observed value and  
   is the fitted value, difference between    and 

 
  is called residual of jth data point and considered as error associated with data [15]. 

Residual is denoted as    and can be written as 

       
 
                                                                (24) 

                                                               (25) 

Least square is the method used to minimize summed square of residuals for coefficient 

estimation [15].  

Summed square is given as 

     
           

  
   

 

   
                                        (26) 

Where n is number of data points and S is sum of squared residuals estimate. Types of least-

square fittings are [15]: 

 Linear least squares 

 Weighted linear least squares 

 Robust least squares 

 Nonlinear least squares  

3. Non-Parametric Method 

If estimated or observed model is curve or function or have no well structured distributions, 
this kind of estimation method is known as non-parametric method. This method is used 
with data type of unknown distributions, not normal or has small sample size. For any 
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system non parametric identification can be impulse response, frequency response, transient 

analysis and so. 

5.4 Control System Analysis 

 

After model estimation of any unknown system, it is very important to examine and test its 

performance. In system identification it is done using different responses to analyze 

estimated model, this will be discussed shortly in this section and will be used in later 

sections of Chapter 7.  

5.4.1 Frequency Response 

 

Frequency response gives an idea about how a system reacts on different frequency inputs. 

We can say frequency response of any system gives relation between input and output on 

different frequencies applied.  

                                                               (27) 

                                                                   (28) 

Where; Y(f) is system output, X(f) is system input and H(f) is frequency response of the 
system. 

5.4.2 Transient Response 

 

For designed controller, it is important that required results are achieved for all time instants 

and response of the whole system is considered. As we know, transient response and steady 

state response are two components of system response and these components inform about 

system stability. Moreover, transient response of the system informs about the time for 

system stability and it is present in short period as system is starts to operate [16]. 

                                                                        (29) 

If system is stable, transient response disappears (ytransient = 0) and if system is not stable it 

increases quickly (exponentially) in time. Transient response should be monitored carefully 

even system is stable because rapid changes may occur [16]. Transient responses to a certain 

input are step response and impulse response. Properties of transient response are rise time 

(tr), overshoot (Mp), settling time (ts), delay time (td), peak time (tp) and steady state 

error. Most common systems are under damped (damping ratio less than 1), transient 

response of under damped systems is shown in Figure 5.3 below [17]. 
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Figure 5.3  Transient response properties of 2nd order system [17]. 

 

5.4.3 Pole Zero Map 

Pole zero map is the representation of poles (x) and zero (o) of transfer function of any 
dynamic system on a complex plane. This representation helps to understand system 
properties like stability, causality, region of convergence and phase (minimum or no phase). 
Pole zero map can developed for continuous time systems with ‘s’ (Laplace transform) 

plane, where ‘s’ is the complex angular frequency and similarly can be developed for discrete 

time systems with z-plane where ‘z’ is the domain of z-transform. 
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Chapter 6 

Controller Design and Implementation 

 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the procedure and reason of implementing the new 

control strategy. PID cascade design will be discussed in detail following short introduction 

to PID controller as it is the current controlling strategy. Also the specific blocks used in the 

model and how they are interlinked to meet the new cascade design controlling strategy. Due 

to the scope of the project, the design is fairly simple and should be seen as an indication of 

a possible improvement strategy. 

6.1 Introduction to PID controller 

 

A widely and commonly used controller in any kind of industry or in any process control 

system is PID controller even though more advanced control techniques have been 

introduced so far. Three blocks in this controller (Proportional, Integral and Derivative) are 

used to measure error signal as difference between measured process variable (PV) and 

required set point (STPT). PID controller attempts to maintain process value on required set 

point by adjusting control inputs accordingly [19]. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.1 Generic block diagram of PID controller in time domain. 

 

Three blocks in PID controller behaves in different ways: 

1. Proportional part of the controller depends on present error. 

2. Integral part depends on accumulation of past error. 

3. Derivative part depends on prediction of future error. 
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Effects of all three blocks are summarized in table 6.1 below: 

Table 6.1 Effects of Kp, Ki and Kd blocks on closed loop control systems [18]. 

 

6.2 Multivariable Controller 
 

Processes with have only one output being controlled by a single manipulated variable are 

referred to as single-input single-output (SISO) systems. This simple control configuration is 

not common in many processes. In many practical control problems there are number of 

process variable which should be controlled and a number of variable which can be 

manipulated. Systems with more than one control loop are often called as multiple-input 

multiple-output (MIMO) or multivariable systems.  

6.2.1 Model Predictive Controller 

 

The idea behind Model Predictive Controller (MPC) is to use an accurate internal model to 

predict the future states of certain dependent variables that will be caused by changes in the 

independent variables. The prediction can then be used to calculate a control signal to 

regulate the system. The level fluctuation in the tank could thus be predicted and minimized. 

Discrete time algorithm is usually used to construct a Model Predictive Controller.  

 

The major points against the use of the Model Predictive control design in this case for 

minimizing the level fluctuations are; 

 

- Level fluctuation in a tank are usually caused by these three parameters i.e. 

temperature, pressure and the inlet/drain liquid flow. Since, in this control loop; inlet 

flow is not boiling water, so there is no effect of temperature and pressure on the 

level of the tank which makes it a single-input single output system. 

 

- Multivariable Control system design depends on the availability of accurate linear 

system model which in this case in not obtainable. Therefore, modeling should be 

done either analytically, using the set of differential equations to describe their 

behavior or empirically by fitting experimental obtained data to an assumed structure 

of the process. Obviously, the performance of the control strategy heavily depends 

on the accuracy of the model.  

Parameter Rise time Overshoot Settling time Steady-state error 

Kp Decrease Increase Small change Decrease 

Ki Decrease Increase Increase Major Decrease 

Kd Minor decrease Minor decrease Minor decrease No effect in theory 
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- MPC algorithms are usually quite large and have a high requirement of computational 

power than a conventional controller. This is due to its future prediction and ‘on line 

optimization of the control signal. Therefore, MPC cannot be implemented in this 

system and this is due to the current control aperture available at the plant, and has 

nothing to do with the constructed simulation model [2]. 

6.2.2 Linear Quadratic Gaussian Controller  

This is most fundamental optimal control technique being used in industries and uses all 

measured variables as feedback; it is used for optimal control in both non linear systems and 

linear control systems. In LQG control technique Kalman filter is used in combination, 

LQG is used in both time varying and time invarying systems. If dimensions of system are 

large then it is not good choice to use LQG controller because LQG itself is a dynamic 

system and if dimension of control system are different then it will be a problematic to use 

this strategy.  

Main reason to avoid LQG is that it does not guarantee good robustness and stability 

properties and to avail these properties it is important to assume some parameters for the 

system, if assumption is not proper then it will cause huge problem regarding stability and 

working of control system in which LQG is being used. 

To implement LQG technique, first and only requirement is to have an accurate 

mathematical model (State Space Model) of the control system. As we have already discussed 

that appropriate mathematical model for this control loop is not possible due to the 

complexity of this selected control loop. Even though constructed simulation model is best 

possible but still MPC and other advanced controllers cannot be implemented when there is 

no authentic knowledge of the mathematical model.  

6.3 PID Control Techniques 
 

Two popular control strategies for improved disturbance rejection performance are cascade 

control and feed forward with feedback trim. These can be implemented with any kind of 

controllers. 

 

Improved performance can sometimes prove to be costly. Practically, both strategies require 

extra instrumentation to be purchased, installed and maintained. Strategic designing, tuning 

and implementation further require engineering efforts and time. In a situation of addressing 

multiple disturbances of the process and to improve set point response performance, 

cascade control architecture is the suitable strategy to implement. In contrast, feed forward 

control architecture is used to address a single measured noise and it does not impact set 

point response in any manner [20].  
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6.3.1 PID Feed Forward Control  

 

Feed forward control is simply known as add on to feedback control, it is directly controlling 

major amount of disturbances in control loop and its output is then added with main 

controller to achieve improved results, feed forward gain is adjusted to achieve required 

control action as desired. Disturbance can be controlled with this technique if it is 

measureable and predictable [21].  

 

Main disadvantage of this technique is that it doesn’t take all disturbances into account 

which causes huge change in output signal. In feed forward technique disturbance can be 

measured but it cannot be controlled in more efficient way because measured disturbance is 

fed forward to main part of control loop as it can generate corrective action to overcome the 

measured disturbance. 

6.3.2  PID Cascade Control  

 

It is a control strategy which compensates for precise disturbances at source and largely 

prevents them from affecting the process being controlled [22]. If willing to invest in 

additional effort, time and expense to improve the performance of the process then it is 

reasonable to assume that profitability and/or process safety is of high importance. 

Otherwise, it doesn’t worth to add complexity of a cascade structure. Basically, cascade 

control strategy is very useful in cases like level control, temperature control or heat 

exchanger.  

 

A simple overview of cascade control strategy is that it uses two controllers, where output of 

one controller (main/primary controller) is applied to second controller (secondary 

controller) as set point or we can say main controller determines set point for secondary 

controller to maintain process variable at a desired level or set point. If we explain in term of 

loops, inner loop is controlled via secondary controller while outer loop is controlled via 

main controller. Faster secondary controller can handle non linear valve, other control 

elements issues and disturbance in inner loop [23]. 

 

It is important that secondary loop dynamics should be faster, measureable and controllable. 

Cascade control design in can be easily understood from Figure 6.2 and can be followed in 

different applications. Other ordinary or advanced methods are not that much suitable in our 

case due to the fact that there is no accurate mathematical model for this control system. 

Implementation of any other similar PID technique like feed forward can be applied but as 

discussed earlier in this chapter that feed forward does not use feedback signal, so it will not 

be a good option to maintain level of the tank without information of feedback signal.     
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Figure 6.2 Flow diagram of cascade control structure [24]. 

 

Advantages of cascade control technique are 

 Disturbance affecting inner loop can be compensated quickly. 

 Non-linear affects of actuator (i.e. valve) can be compensated with slave controller so 

that linear process response can be achieved. 

 It reduces effect of dead time and phase lag time in the system. 

 It gives ease to be combined with other control technique like feed forward etc. 

 It improves dynamic performance and provides multiple sensor readings. 

Limitations of cascade control technique are 

± It is only applicable where more measurable variables in the control system are 

available in addition to main process variable. 

Disadvantages of cascade control techniques are 

- Tuning of cascade design is more difficult as compared to simple PID design. 

- System becomes more complex due to extra components. 

- Extra components and instruments increase cost and time. 

Reason for selecting cascade control strategy 

 Can handle major disturbance, in our case difference between LTDP flow and inlet 

flow is error for secondary controller. If Inlet flow signal is applied to secondary 

controller it works for inner loop and as feed forward at same time. 
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 To overcome sudden changes quickly via slave controller, so level could be 

maintained as desired. 

 Final control signal should be improved enough to reduce valve movements and to 

reduce unnecessary variations in tank level. 

6.4 Implementation of Cascade Control Strategy in Simulation Model 

 

In the implementation of cascade control design for our simulation model; concept remains 

the same for cascade control as PID controller already exists in our simulated model. Thus, 

output of the existing PID controller is applied to the new slave controller as set point, and 

then the process variable for this slave controller which is the normalized combination of 

inlet flow and flow out from LTDP and V131 was measured through mass flow rate. 

Process variable of the slave controller is the difference between input flow to the tank and 

sum of output flow from LTDP and V131, which can be seen in Figure 6.3. This difference 

is the error signal for the slave PID controller and it enables controller to adjust its output as 

required to meet the reference level of the main controller. 

 

It is considerably important to know how this difference effects, as level in the tank is 

supposed to be maintained at 50% or 40% at different time intervals, when inlet flow starts 

to fill the tank; level will start to increase as well. LTDP is used to pump the water from tank 

to main valve V141 as level in the tank can be maintained according to required set point. In 

this process, Inlet flow to tank is approximately 120kg/sec (approx 70kg/sec from V287 and 

approx 50kg/sec from moisture separator). Since, it is difficult to measure flow from 

moisture separator; we have considered its approximate value at 50kg/sec for the simulation 

model. This approximation is on the basis that flow from moisture separator varies in 

between 48kg/sec and 54kg/sec, and remains close to 50kg/sec. 

 

With cascade control strategy, one intention is to measure tank output flow and then 

compare it with inlet flow because ideally when tank level reaches to required set point then 

flows should be equal and error to slave PID controller should be zero ideally. With the help 

of this error signal, slave controller operates respective valve to minimize the difference or 

error signal. Slave controller output is applied to both valves with proper conditions; same 

parameters work better for both valves because both valves have same mass flow rate and 

nominal opening, while selecting parameters a whole model was taken into account. With 

several tries in parameter values, selected parameters were set due to their good results as 

whole.  
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Figure 6.3 Implemented cascade controller design in Dymola model.  

 

Process model with PID cascade design implemented is shown in Figure 3.1(b) and control 

block with cascade control implementation is shown in Figure 6.3. In Figure 6.3, level of the 

tank is MEAS, desired set point is SET, PID is master (main) controller, PID1 is slave 

controller, V141 is control signal to main valve (V141), V131 is control signal to emergency 

valve (V131), K1 is sum of signal from mass flow rate component which measures output 

flow of LTDP and from mass flow before V131, K342 is the flow from V287 and constant 

k=50 is approx flow of moisture separator. 

 

As compared to newly proposed technique, existing control strategy in plant is less energy 

efficient and has more valve movements which cause extra variations in level of the tank. As 

in newly proposed technique out flow from tank is also considered and applied to slave 

controller to improve performance of the system. Cascade control technique is energy 

efficient and more stable in sense that there are very less variations in level of the tank and in 

the valve movement due to which energy is saved and performance is improved. 

6.5 Implementation of Cascade Control Strategy in real plant 

 

To implement proposed control strategy in real plant, a new PID controller will be installed 

in the plant for cascade control design. This PID controller will be installed according to 

simulation model developed for this loop, existing PID controller in the plant will work as 

main controller and new PID will work as secondary controller. Output of main controller 
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needs to be set as reference signal for the secondary controller and process variable will be 

the difference between total input flow and tank outflow. Now it is important to have exact 

measurement or efficient estimation of total input flow to tank and output flow from tank. 

 

As in selected loop (21414V141/131) inlet flow to tank is mainly from valve V287 and from 

moisture separator. Good way to reduce effort and cost, flow signal should be approximated 

from position of valve V287 because this signal (position of valve) is available in plant and 

can be used for cascade design, but this will be an approximation not the accurate value and 

might cause some changes in the results.  

 

                                                                  (30) 

  

Now for output flow from tank, it is also possible to estimate approximate value of tank 

outflow according to valve positions but it will be an approximation again. If mass flow 

sensor will be installed in plant after LTDP, it will give exact value due to which controller 

will work in more accurate and efficient way. From data sheets and from simulations, it can 

be approximated that tank outflow is two times of the sum of valve V141 and V131 

positions when power is 450 MWs. Strong recommendation is to install mass flow sensor in 

main output flow pipe from tank to measure accurate drainage.  

 

                                              (31) 
 

Finally, to implement proposed control strategy it is important to measure or estimate total 

input flow signal to tank and output flow signal from tank with any of the method discussed 

above. These signals are important because secondary PID controller will generate control 

signal for valves (V141 and V131) based on reference input (output from main controller) 

and error signal. Error signal in our case is the difference between total input flow to tank 

and output flow from tank. 
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Chapter 7 

Model Results and Suggestions for Future Work 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to present the achieved results after implementing cascade 

control strategy in the simulation model. It will be discussed and compared that how 

previous results are improved after using the new control strategy.  

7.1  Simulation Results 

 

The simulation model of the process before applying new control strategy showed us a fine 

resemblance to the data collected from the real plant. Currently, there are mainly three 

distributions of power levels for the real plant which are high, medium and low power levels. 

Simulation model with new cascade control strategy was tested at high power (450MW) as 

real plant usually operates at high power, so it was vital to investigate the performance of the 

new controlling strategy at high power.  

 

Maximum power response of the developed model and real plant control system were 

shown in Figure 4.5. It was noticeable and discussed before that there were variations in 

process variable (measured scale level) in both real plant and in simulated model. Similarly, in 

Figure 4.6 variations in valve responses were also discussed. New simulations were 

performed with cascade control strategy.  

 

Experimental setup to get the following results is similar for all cases except when valve 

positions are observed due to LTDP trip in Figure 7.5, as before achieving this result LTDP 

trip time was manually set. Thus for results, input power was set to 450 MWs and other 

conditions like inlet flow, set point and simulation time (500 seconds) were same as 

discussed in earlier chapters.  

 

As soon as simulation completes, user gets every parameter in Dymola software where one 

can see graphical representation of all signals involved in designed model, for more 

convenient plots and for comparison between different graphs Dymola simulated file was 

imported to Matlab to plot different signals according to required work. Following results 

show how newly proposed strategy is better than existing control strategy in the plant.  

 

Model response with cascade control strategy is shown in Figure 7.1. It can be observed that 

level is following the desired set point valve with low fluctuations (max +-2%). There is a 
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step change at 225 seconds from 50% to 40%. As required level drops 10 units, controller 

observes error signal and generates a new signal to reach the new set point value.  

 

As it is always been a give and take between controller speed and performance, in our case 

both controller speed and performance are good enough but as the set point changes there is 

under shoot of 5% in process variable when it reaches to new desired value. This result can 

be validated as soon as Vattenfall AB implements this proposed strategy in real plant, then 

real data can be recorded and compared. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Response of Dymola Model for Control Loop 21414V141/131. 

Small fluctuations in process variable (measured tank level) is due to change in input flow 

with time, inflow is varying continuously and remains close to 73 kg/sec but due to varying 

amount level of the tank changes and level sensor reads level every second and due to which 

small fluctuations appear.  

Developed model was also simulated on constant flow to observe if there were any 

unwanted fluctuations due to developed model. Constant inlet flow from valve V287 (73 

kg/sec) and moisture separator (50 kg/sec) were supplied, while all other specification and 

model initial conditions remained the same. From Figure 7.2, it can be seen that simulation 

model is not causing any fluctuation or disturbance, those fluctuations and disturbance were 

all due to varying inlet flow; shown in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.2 Response of Dymola model at constant inlet flow (123 kg/sec). 

 

These fluctuations can be understood from equations given below. As we know, rate of 

change of fluid inside the tank is equal to rate of change in inflow minus rate of change in 

outflow of the tank at time   . 

           is the volume of the tank at time ‘ ’  and             is the mass of the 
tank, then equation for level of the tank can be written as: 

 

  
                                                                (32) 

Where;  

  is the area of the tank,      is the fluid level at time    , ρ is the fluid density,       is 

inflow water at time t and       is outflow water at time    . 

 

Small fluctuations in level of the tank can be seen in Figure 7.1, as discussed earlier that 

inflow    is not constant and is varying (approx from 72 kg/sec to 74 kg/sec) at every time   

due to which level of the tank      is also changing and these changes appear as small 

fluctuations in Figure 7.1 [26]. Few values of changing inlet and outlet flows can be observed 

in Table A.2, as simulation time is very large (400 sec) so all values cannot be listed so a 

small number of values are shown in Table A.2, to prove small fluctuations in the results.  

 

As shown in Equation 32, it is obvious that if difference of inlet flow and out let flow is 

ideally zero then there will be no fluctuations in the result, but in realty there is always some 

difference between inlet and outlet flow. In the current simulated model, all the fluctuations 
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are due to real inlet flow because model was tested on constant flow before providing it real 

inlet flow, constant flow showed no fluctuations in level of the tank.  

  

In Figure 7.3, response of simulated Dymola model with cascade control design is compared 

with the response of real plant with existing PID controller. Step change test was simulated 

using cascade control simulation model to verify the performance to the model. The step is 

induced at 225sec as a decrease from 50% tank level to 40%. Real plant response and 

cascade control output from the simulation can be seen in Figure 7.3.  

 

The real plant data is of same the control loop which was considered for improvement and 

validated in earlier chapters. Such as in Figure 4.5 and in Figure 7.3, data for real plant used 

is of same control loop but at different dates and time, so very little difference may occur 

like in different step changes, flow and level etc, however it does not affect results in any 

form but only used to see how better improved results are. 

 

There is a clear improvement in level response; a lot of oscillations have been eliminated due 

to the compensating behavior of the cascade control. From the graph, we can see that 

cascade control reacts in an appropriate way. Though, the speed of the cascade controller is 

similar but there is a longer under-shoot compared to real plant but keep in mind this under 

shoot is well within the reasonable limits of this project. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.3 Comparison between existing and suggested controller technique. 

 

In Figure 7.4, response of simulated Dymola model with cascade control design is compared 

with the response of simulated Dymola model with current plant control design. It is clearly 

noticeable that results with cascade control design are improved and amplitudes of variations 

are very less as compared one PID control design as used in the real plant. In Dymola model 

with one PID, has 10% undershoot as compared to set point. While in Dymola model with 
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cascade design has 5% undershoot as compared to set point. However cascade controller is 

little bit slower but has much better and stable result. 

 

In Figure 4.5, tank level shown is controlled with one PID in simulation model and in real 

plant. While in Figure 7.4 below, result of simulation model with one PID is compared with 

tank level controlled with PID cascade design model, only simulation time is different and 

due to very accurate inflow used later in the model causes little difference. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 7.4 Dymola model with current and new control strategy.   

 

In Figure 7.5, position of both valves in simulation model and cascade controller output is 

shown. In this simulation response, variations in the valves are discussed after applying 

cascade control strategy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.5 Control signal and valve positions with cascade control implementation. 
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As the simulation model was designed with a certain logic of opening and closing of the 

valves discussed in earlier chapters, we know that valve V141 starts opening as controller 

signal is in the range of 0 to 50 %, as controller output increases above 50% valve V131 

starts opening and takes control to maintain required level. It can be noticed in Figure 7.4 

that at time 227 seconds valve V131 opens for a very small time because control signal 

increases above 50% for a small interval (Figure 7.3) but as soon as control signal goes below 

50% valve V131 comes to zero again.  

 

This increase in control output and V141 position is due to step change of 10 units, as set 

point changes from 50% to 40%, controller observes error signal and depending on that 

error it generates high control output to open V141 for short duration to drain 10 % extra 

water as new set point can be achieved. But in cascade control there are few variations even 

after the valve closes this is due to the under shoot in the process variable of the simulated 

model response. 

Figure 7.6 shows efficient opening of valve V131 when LTDP trips at time 200 seconds. 

LTDP is tripped by force at mentioned time, due to which V141 starts closing and controller 

increases its output to put V131 in operation as tank level can be maintained. LTDP trip 

occurs when power decreases below 230 MWs and again it starts operation when power 

increases above 230 MWs. 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.6 Valve positions and control signal when LTDP trips at 200 sec 

Figure 7.7 below shows response of master and slave controllers, it is clearly observable that 

slave controller responds quicker to transients than master controller. 
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Figure 7.7 Response of Master and Slave controllers. 

Figure 7.8 shows positions of main valve V141 with proposed control technique and with 

current existing controller in real plant; it’s clearly observable that proposed controller 

reduces high amplitude variations in valve due to which extra consuming energy is reduced. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8 Valve V141 Position in Dymola model and in real plant. 

PID controller values used in implemented cascade control design are; 

 Main controller values (PID Master controller) are P=1.67, I=25 sec and D=0.00001 

 Secondary controller values (PID Slave controller) are P=1, I=51 sec and D=0.00001 
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There are several different tuning techniques available for tuning a PID control loop. The 

methods which usually involve the development of some form of process model are 

generally the most efficient methods i.e. lambda method.  

 

Process industries practically do not use the manual calculation methods. Instead, PID 

tuning loop optimization softwares are used to ensure efficient results. These software 

packages gather data, develop process models, and suggest optimal tuning parameters i.e. 

PID optimization software (Expertune) is used at Vattenfall AB for the tuning of control 

loops. PID Loop Tuning software also delivers algorithms for tuning PID Loops in a Non-

Steady State (NSS) or dynamic situation.  

  

Set PIDs values are tuned using Ziegler Nichols method, this method is applied individually 

on both controllers as follows.   

1. Initially, main or master controller was set as auto and secondary or slave PID was 

tuned using Ziegler Nichols technique. For this technique, all initial gain values 

(proportional, integral and differential) were set to zero then proportional gain Kp was 

increased (from zero) till output of the control loop oscillates at a constant amplitude, 

at this point  ultimate gain  Ku was noted. Evaluated gains (Ku) of 1.667 and 

oscillation period (Tu) of 26sec from Dymola were then used for Ziegler Nichols 

table to find out the gain values of proportional and integral. Moreover, these gain 

values were further slightly tuned to achieve a better and stable response i.e. 

differential part was set to 0.0001 as it was recommended by the company.       

2. Similarly, secondary PID was set at auto mode and primary PID controller was tuned 

using Ziegler Nichols technique. 

3. It is important that response time of outer loop is 3-5 times slower than the inner 

loop. In our case it is clearly visible by comparing outputs of main and slave 

controllers that slave controller is much faster than main controller; refer Figure 7.7. 

Refer Table A.1 for detailed response of both controllers when step change occurs at 

time 223 sec. 

PID values in process industries are usually calculated using Lambda method but in our 

simulation model above described values work in satisfactory manner. 

7.2 Lambda Tuning Method 

Although lambda tuning method is very popular and being used in different industries due 

to robust and best tuning results. It’s mainly used in situation where first order system with 

lag and dead time response are present. This method has more advantages as compared to 
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other methods like measured variable (PV) will not extra overshoot with change in step size, 

tuning is very robust and it keeps system stable instead of large changes, response time can 

be set by user and  this tuning method is less sensitive as compared to other methods. 

Main drawback of this tuning method is that it sets integral time same to process time which 

causes very slow transient recover due to large integral time if process constant is large. This 

method is not suitable if fast controller response is required, in this case it is better to use 

any other method [25]. 

Steps to measure parameters using Lambda method are; 

1. Run controller on manual mode and wait until system come in steady state condition. 

Now make step change (in our case step is changed 10 units) and again wait until PV 

reaches to steady state condition. Now calculate required parameters as below, 

 

                   
                                       

                                        
                       (33) 

 

While calculating dead time it is important to consider unit of time, observe your controller 

working if it is in seconds then describe unit in seconds and so on. To calculate dead time 

find point of inflection and draw a tangent line as shown in Figure 7.9 below. 

2. Choose suitable time constant for a control loop as required, it is obvious that large 

time constant will result a slow control and small time constant will result fast 

control. 

3. Now to calculate PID controller values, follow equations below. 

 

       

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.9  Step test for lambda tuning [25]. 
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Values obtained from lambda method are: 

- Process Gain (Gp) = 0.125. 

- Primary controller: P = 2.32, I = 30, D = 0.00001. 

- Secondary controller: P = 1.3, I = 53, D = 0.00001. 

It can be observed that obtained PID parameter gain values are slightly different from both 

tuning techniques. The difference is due to different tuning methods like Ziegler Nichols 

tuning aims for quarter amplitude damping, while lambda tuning focuses on lag plus dead 

time response to a set point change. The Lambda tuning rules are much less sensitive than 

Ziegler Nichols. This problem is common with lag-dominant process, because it is easy to 

under- or over-estimate the relatively short process dead time [25]. Thus, both techniques 

use entirely different way to find the parameter values that is why there is a difference 

between the calculated parameters. After implementing both values in the Dymola model it 

was evaluated that the PID controller parameter values calculated from Ziegler Nichols 

method provided much more stable and acceptable. PID values suitable for simulation 

model were achieved from Ziegler Nichols method because it provide results which cause 

less rise time, less overshoot and tank level is properly maintained according to desired value 

or set point.      

7.3 Stability Analysis  

After completing the condensate water system model and its new methodology, first thing 

was to analyze its stability. So to analyze the stability and performance of the developed 

model, a stability analysis was taken into account through pole-zero mapping and transient 

response analysis. For this purpose, time-domain data of the developed system in Dymola 

was imported to Matlab. This time domain data was transformed into frequency domain 

using system identification tool box, which also estimated ‘closest-fit’ mathematical model 

based on the imported time domain data. Estimated model (ARX model) in frequency 

domain can be seen below, which is the closest-fit to system developed in Dymola. 
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Transfer function of estimated model is given below:                                                                

                   
                                   

                                  
                 

7.3.1 Pole Zero Mapping 

 

In Figure 7.10 pole zero plotting of transfer function is given below, where poles are 

denoted by ‘x’ and zeros are denoted by ‘o’. From Figure 7.10 it can be seen that there are 

four poles and four zeros, all poles are located inside the unit circle; that ensures system 

stability. Poles of the system are at 0.9921, 0.9587, -0.1409+0.4780i, -0.1409-0.4780i and 

zeros of the system are at 0, 0.9842, 0.8725 and -0.0926. It can be seen that there is a pole 

zero cancellation, after that the system has more two conjugate pair of poles as well. 

  

These conjugate pair of poles (-0.1409+0.4780i and -0.1409-0.4780i) informs that these 

poles causes exponential decay due to negative real part and imaginary part of these poles 

informs about the amount of oscillations in response, if magnitude (distance of pole from 

real axis) of imaginary part is low it oscillates less and if magnitude of imaginary part is large 

it oscillates more but in our case magnitude of imaginary parts of conjugate pair of poles is 

moderate which results in good response. While two poles (0.9921 and 0.9587) on right half 

plane have no imaginary parts which means there is no oscillation in response due to these 

two poles but these poles only cause exponential grow. On right half plane a zero (0.9842) is 

very close to poles (0.9921 and 0.9587) but in real system this is generally a very bad way to 

try to cancel a pole with zero [27]. 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.10 Pole zero plot of the transfer function. 

Significantly, we have some ideas about where the poles should be located. First in our case 

it is obvious, all poles must be located within unit circle; otherwise system will be unstable. 
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The fastest step response is achieved when the poles are located at the origin [28], which 

gives a dead beat controller. 

7.3.2 Transient Response 

 

Figure 7.11 shows the transient response analysis; it can be seen that there is a small 

oscillation in the system because of an over shoot having peak value of 1.03 that makes 

around 3% overshoot from nominal value. Moreover, poles located at the desired location 

provide good transient response by achieving steady state at 65 sec with no steady state 

error. Furthermore, Figure 7.11 shows step response analyses of estimated model; if we 

compare this step response analysis with actual response of the model shown in Figure 7.1 

and Figure A.5, it shows similar dynamics like approximately same overshoot, rise time and 

settle time. It is clearly visible that maximum overshoot is 3.14%, rise time is 13.8 seconds 

and settling time is 65 seconds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.11 Unit step response of the estimated model. 

7.4 Cascade Control Results Discussion  

  

The objective for cascade control design process and implementation was to observe that; 

can a control system be improved while still maintaining a good safety level [29]. The 

achieved result demonstrates that process performance can be improved even though the 

improvements are comparatively good enough. The controller objectives were met in the 

case of performance and less oscillations. But this does not mean that the controller is set 

for implementation in the current state. It is important to observe the implementation cost 

and increase in control performance by using cascade control which has to be compared 

with the productivity increase in the real plant. Wear on valves which leads to high 

maintenance can be minimized using a cascade control design.      
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

 

After analyzing different control loops at Ringhals AB unit 2, control loop 21414V141/131 

was selected for detailed studies. The project resulted in fitting simulation model of the 

selected control loop. Simulation model was validated against real control loop data at 

different transients and has showed that the simulated model is a decent approximation of 

the real plant with relatively similar dynamics.   

Once the model was analyzed, variations in inlet flow to tank were found to be the major 

disturbance, preliminary solution was to design an accurate inlet flow (from V287 and 

moisture separator) to the tank and add some filtration to existing PID controller but it was 

not sufficient to meet required results, after studying different control strategies it was 

concluded that PID cascade technique will be more appropriate for this control loop, other 

techniques were not suitable due to complexity of system and due to lack of accurate 

mathematical model. 

Most promising solution was to implement PID cascade design in connection to existing 

controller. Simulation results using cascade design showed that the controller is a little bit 

slower but it is more responsive and stable. It behaves smoothly during step changes and 

huge flows. System identification tool box was used to find out the estimated mathematical 

model in frequency domain, which was required to analyze the stability and performance of 

the system. Finally, simulated results using cascade control showed more stable system 

performance and results according to Vattenfall AB’s requirement.    
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Thesis work load distribution 

Our thesis work at Vattenfall AB was divided into different phases, during phase 1 a detailed 
study of all control loops was carried out, during phase 2 understanding of technical 
drawings, plant data, components manufacturer’s data sheets and learning of new software 
were carried out and finally during phase 3 an appropriate model was designed and validated 
against real plant then a refined control technique was implemented to improve results. 

Division of work load between Jibran Baladi and Naeem ullah khan is detailed below. 

Phase I 

We studied 93 technical reports. Jibran Baladi studied 47 reports and Naeem ullah Khan 

studied 46 reports 

Phase II 

Understanding to technical drawings, plant data and component data sheets were very 
important for both of us, so we took equal part and time in this phase of thesis. In same way 
we took equal interest to understand new software. This phase of thesis was completed 

equally by both of us. 

Phase III 

In this final phase, 

Part I 

Jibran Baladi took responsibility to model initial system. Naeem Ullah Khan took 
responsibility to understand and complete validation of system and its components against 

real plant. 

Part II 

Jibran Baladi took validated model and started understanding controller part and its 
implementation into simulation model. Naeem Ullah Khan started to understand different 
control techniques theoretically and their implementation in real life, he studied and sorted 

out advantages and disadvantages of different control methodologies. 

Part III 

Finally a control strategy was decided with RAB concerned persons, and this section of 

thesis was done equally by both of us again. We implemented new control strategy in 

Dymola/Modelica and then collected all results to prove our suggested strategy. 
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After completion of Simulation model, we started thesis report writing together. Naeem 

Ullah Khan was responsible for first four chapters and Jibran Baladi was responsible for 

chapters, whistle conclusion with written with mutual understandings. In the same way 

presentation was carried out, first 20 slides were made by Naeem Ullah Khan and other 22 

slides were prepared by Jibran Baladi. 
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Appendix A 

Dymola Blocks Internal Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1 Internal block diagram of valve V141 

Figure A.2 Internal block diagram of valve V131 
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Figure A.3 Internal system of Level Gauge 

 

There is a step change in Dymola model at time 223 sec, level reference (set point) drops ten 

units at mentioned time. As set point drops from 50% to 40%, controller needs to open 

valve more in respect to drain water. As this transient occurs there is rapid increase in slave 

controller from approx 39% to 56% at time 224 sec and it again comes back to same value 

after 3 seconds approximately. In case of main controller it comes back to same value after 

20 seconds approximately, it can be easily observed from table A.1. This simply shows that 

response time of slave controller is much faster than main controller when transient or 

change occurs. 
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Table A.1 Response of main and slave controller during step change. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.4 Operation of LTDP according to input load applied in percentage. 

Time (Sec) Output of main controller (%)  Output of slave controller (%) 

221 25.3 37.5 

222 25.5 37.5 

223 24.3 39.6 

224 8.3 56.1 

225 7.7 51.9 

226 8.7 42.6 

227 11 36.9 

228 13.6 36.9 

229 14.6 42.3 

230 15.5 45.6 

245 25.5 37.4 
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In Figure A.5 operation of LTDP is shown, pulse signal shows operation (start and trip) of 

LTDP. When pulse signal is low (-10 on y-axis) it means LTDP is not in operation, 

otherwise LTDP is in operation when signal is high (-5 on y-axis). It is clearly observable 

from input load that LTDP comes in operation when load increases 50% and LTDP trips 

when load decreases to 15%. 

Figure A.5 Response of implemented cascade control strategy 

It can be clearly observed in Figure A.5 that response of time domain is very similar to 

estimated model in frequency domain as compared to step analysis shown in Figure 7.10. In 

Figure A.5, process variable starts from approx 47 and drops to 31 then rises to reach 

required level in 50 seconds while in Figure 7.10 same behavior is observed. 

Table A.2 Inlet flow and outlet flow at time (t) 

Inlet flow (kg/sec) at time (t) Outlet flow (kg/sec) at time (t) 
122,8667 121,5947 

122,8115 120,4158 

122,7974 120,4571 

122,7904 121,3042 

122,7868 121,4266 

123,0017 122,4671 

123,0045 122,9602 

123,0072 123,1171 

123,0097 123,2675 

123,014 123,5428 

123,0159 123,9526 

123,0176 124,0067 

123,0192 124,0134 

122,901 124,0211 
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Appendix B 

Transfer functions of valves 

 

Transfer function of valve V141 is: 

                        
 

          
                                (43) 

Transfer function of valve V131 is: 

                        
   

            
                               (44) 

Valves validation setup is shown in Figure below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.1 Experimental setup valves validation. 
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Figure B.2 Experimental setup to validate pump (LTDP). 

 


